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Abstract
Background Deeper roots can help plants to take up available resources in deep soil ensuring better
growth and higher yields under conditions of limited water supply. The objective was to explore the
possibility of genomic prediction for grain-related and root traits of winter wheat measured in a semi-�eld
root phenotyping facility allowing for a water availability gradient and interaction of genomic by water
availability gradient. Genotyped winter wheat lines were grown as rows within two subunits of the semi-
�eld facility. Along each row, a water availability gradient was applied by varying the depth distance to a
subsurface-irrigation system. Root data were collected based on images taken from a minirhizotron tube
below each row in one side of each bed. Results The analysis comprised four grain-related traits: grain
yield (GY), protein concentration (PC), total nitrogen content (NC), and thousand kernel weight (TKW)
measured on each half row along the water gradient. In addition, two root traits, total root length between
1.2 m and 2 m depth (TRL) and root length in four intervals (IRL) on each tube were analyzed. Two sets
of models with or without the effect of neighbors from both sides of each row were applied. Variance
components of all effects in the models were estimated. Predictive ability (PA) was measured as the
correlation between mean phenotypes corrected for �xed effects and predicted genomic breeding values
for each line. Estimated heritabilities ( ) ranged from 0.263 to 0.680 for grain-related traits and from 0.030
to 0.055 for root traits. No interaction of genomic by water availability gradient was found. The relative
amount of genetic variance was similar for grain-related and root traits. The PA ranged from 0.246 to
0.477 for grain-related traits and from 0.057 to 0.062 for root traits. Including neighbor effects in the
model increased the and the PA for GY and NC. Conclusions In conclusion, it is possible to do genomic
prediction for grain-related and root traits in the semi-�eld facility. Accuracy of root records is low using
the current evaluation system due to large environmental variance, and more accurate root records are
needed.

Background
Wheat, one of the most important food crops, is grown across widely different regions in the world [1]. To
meet the demand of a growing human population, an intensi�cation of agriculture, which allows greater
yield to be obtained from existing farmland with sustainable inputs of water and fertilizer, is needed [2, 3].
Many of the constraints on yield in agricultural systems were found in the root system of crops [4].
However, the investigation of the root system is di�cult because of the complexity of the soil
environment compared with laboratory conditions [5]. To investigate the deep root system in a non-
laboratory condition as well as to obtain direct and stable measurements, a semi-�eld root phenotyping
facility has been constructed recently [6]. This facility had a capacity of 300 rows in each of four
experimental units (beds) so that relatively large plant populations could be sown and studied. The
facility is designed for both direct phenotyping of roots traits through minirhizotron and indirect screening
of genotypes based on a water stress gradient.

Plant breeding has been successful in increasing the yield of most major crops [7]. This has contributed
to a steady increase in cereal production without large increase in the acreage devoted for the production
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[7]. The signi�cant progress has been driven by the extensive research in developing and establishing
new breeding technologies and rapid uptake of such new technology by breeding programs [8]. A
suggested strategy to improve breeding has been the utilize of molecular markers in breeding program
through marker-assisted selection (MAS) [9], and the use of genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
combined with subsequent MAS has been shown as an effective tool in breeding program for qualitative
traits under simple genetic control [10]. For the complex polygenic quantitative traits, e.g. grain yield, the
application of MAS did not provide considerable genetic improvement. Instead, the implementation of
genomic selection (GS) has been studied and shown as a promising method to be applied in the breeding
program for polygenic traits [11].

In GS, a large set of markers are simultaneously incorporated into a model in order to obtain genomic
prediction (GP) of genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) [11]. The e�ciency of a breeding program
can be improved and the cost of resources can be reduced by applying GP to predict GEBVs of
individuals for selection as early as possible [12]. The accuracy of GP in wheat has been investigated in
several recent studies, in which different population sizes and various models/methods were compared
[8, 13-16]. Many factors can affect the prediction accuracy in GP, for example, size of training data,
relatedness between training and test individuals, cross-validation strategies, marker density, as well as
the model/method used for prediction of GEBVs [17, 18].

One of the most popular statistical models used for prediction of GEBVs is genomic best linear unbiased
prediction (GBLUP) model, which integrates the genomic relationship matrix (G) constructed from all
available markers [19]. Based on the GBLUP model, various extensions of model have been proposed and
investigated. For example, in addition to additive genetic effects, non-additive genetic effects such as
dominance and epistatic effects can also be included in the model [20]. Another example is modeling of
genotype-by-environment interactions [21].

In practice, micro-environments differ across a �eld, and neighboring individuals can have similarity in
their phenotypic performance because of the sharing of micro-environment [22]. Therefore, some studies
investigated the spatial effects in linear mixed model by �tting the spatial effects using different
strategies [22-24]. Another issue which should be considered when plants are grown in an individual row
�eld trial is the in�uence from the neighboring individuals. There can be through competition for
resources, such as water and nutrients from the soil, and light capture above ground. It was shown that
the inclusion of such effects from neighbors could decrease error in estimation of genetic effects [25].

The objectives of this study were to 1) investigate genetic variation in grain-related and deep root traits in
winter wheat; 2) study genomic by water availability interaction; 3) quantifying neighbor effects when
lines were grown in adjacent rows; 4) analyze the possibilities of predicting breeding value of new wheat
lines based on the genomic prediction from the semi-�eld root phenotyping facility.

Results
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In this study, four grain-related traits were grain yield (GY), protein concentration (PC), total nitrogen
content (NC) and thousand kernel weight (TKW), and two root traits were tube root length (TRL) and
interval root length (IRL). Based on the grain-related and root data from a semi-�eld phenotyping system,
variance components (VCs) for each trait were estimated and genomic cross-validation were applied and
evaluated.

Descriptive statistics

Table 1 gives the descriptive statistics of all the traits analyzed in this study. As shown in Table 1, the
number of observations for grain-related traits were 1,043 to 1,045. Some records were missing compared
with the potential of 1,200 (2 beds, 2 position, 2 areas and 150 rows) records in principle, due to failure in
growth or seeding errors in these rows. The average of GY, PC, NC and TKW, respectively, were 7.44 t ha-1,
11.49%, 135.82 Kg N ha-1 and 39.99 g. For root traits, there were 255 records for TRL and 986 records for
IRL. The average of TRL was 99.79 cm, and the average for IRL was 25.81 cm.

Estimation of variance components

Estimated relative variance components (RVCs) for grain-related traits are shown in Fig. 1. For each grain-
related trait, two different models with neighbor effects (GM2) or without neighbor effects (GM1) were
applied. The proportion of each VC was calculated for the wet and dry areas separately due to the
different spatial variance within each area according to the preliminary results.

Averaged for wet and dry areas, the RVC of genomic effect (g) when using GM1 which is equivalent to
estimated narrow sense heritability (), were 0.414 for GY, 0.263 for TKW, 0.350 for PC and 0.447 for NC.
For PC,  in the wet area was around 3.8% larger than in the dry area. For other grain-related traits,  were
more similar between wet and dry areas. In GM2, including of neighbor effects improved the  for GY and
NC. Averaged across two areas, the  increased to 0.633 for GY and 0.680 for NC.

The RVC for line effect (l) were 0.391 for GY, 0.697 for TKW, 0.537 for PC, and 0.335 for NC, averaged
across wet and dry areas by using GM1. For PC, the RVC for l in the wet area was 4.00% larger than in the
dry area. The RVC for l were similar between two areas in other grain-related traits. Signi�cant change
when using GM2 was also observed in the RVC of l for GY and NC. When including neighbor effects in the
model, RVC for l decreased to 0.086 for GY and to 0.026 for NC.

The RVC for row effect (r) were relatively small compared with g and l, the average of two areas using
GM1 were 0.060 for GY, 0.006 for TKW, 0.013 for PC, and 0.056 for NC. There was also a trend of
decreasing for the RVC of r in GY and NC when including neighbor effects in the model (GM2)

When using GM1, the RVC due to spatial effect (s) were 0.027 for GY, 0.008 for TKW and 0.034 for PC in
the wet area, while in the dry area, they were 0.032 (GY), 0.018 (TKW) and 0.071 (PC). The RVC due to s
for NC was same for both wet and dry areas. A tendency of decreasing was also observed for the RVC of
s in GY and NC when including neighbor effects in the model (GM2).
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The RVC due to residual effect (e) were quite similar and stable between wet and dry areas as well as
different models. When using GM1, the RVC for e were 0.106 for GY, 0.023 for TKW, 0.050 for PC and
0.128 for NC. The inclusion of neighbor effects did not change the RVC for e for TKW and PC, while for
GY and NC the RVC of e decreased.

Consistent with the signi�cant change of RVC in GY and NC when using GM2, a higher proportion of
genomic effects for neighbor (gn) and genomic effects for line (ln) was observed in these two traits
compared with TKW and PC. The RVC of gn were 0.034 for GY and 0.013 for NC, and the RVC of ln were
0.084 for GY and 0.110 for NC. The neighbor effects were small in TKW and PC. And there was no
difference for neighbor effects between wet and dry areas.

Estimated RVC for each line in root traits are shown in Fig. 2. Due to model complexity, only the models
without neighbor effects (RM1 and RM2) were applied for root traits. Compared with grain-related traits,
the  were small in root traits. The  were 0.030 for TRL and 0.055 for IRL, the RVC of l were 0.171 for TRL
and 0.252 for IRL. However, the RVC for s and e were large in both root traits. The RVC for s were 0.464
for TRL and 0.177 for IRL, and the RVC for e were 0.334 for TLR and 0.481 for IRL. For IRL, the effects of r
accounted for 0.036 of the total phenotypic variances.

In addition to the estimation of VCs, coe�cient of genetic variation, calculated as the ratio between
square root of variance explained by g and the mean value of observations, were also computed and the
results are presented in Fig. 3. In order to compare grain-related and root traits, only the results from
models without neighbor effects are reported here. For grain-related traits, the coe�cient of genomic
variation (cv) were 8.24% for GY, 3.81% for TKW, 2.49% for PC and 7.80% for NC. The cv for root traits
were 3.88% for TRL and 4.20% for IRL. Even though the  of root traits was low compared with grain-
related traits, the cv of root traits were higher than for TKW and PC.

Genomic prediction and cross-validation

Leave-one-line-out cross-validation was conducted by using two models with or without neighbor effects.
The predictive ability (PA) for each line in grain-related and root traits are presented in Fig. 4. This is the
accuracy of predicting a genotyped line that does not have their own phenotypic records. The horizontal
line on top of each bar in Fig. 4 shows square root of h2 (h) of line means for each trait and model, which
shows the maximum potential correlation for each trait. The h averaged across wet and dry areas using
GM1 were 0.643 (GY), 0.512 (TKW), 0.591 (PC) and 0.669 (NC). When using GM1, the PA was 0.344 for
GY, 0.246 for TKW, 0.260 for PC, and 0.338 for NC. Considering neighbor effects in the model signi�cantly
increased the PA of direct breeding values for GY and NC, which were 0.475 (GY, h was 0.795) and 0.477
(NC, h was 0.825) when using GM2. Compared with GY and NC, the PA for PC increased a bit to 0.282 (h
was 0.582) when using GM2, while the PA of TKW, which was 0.237 (h was 0.507), did not increase when
using GM2. When using models without neighbor effects, the h was 0.172 (IRL) and 0.234 (TRL), and the
PA for TRL was 0.057, and for IRL was 0.062.
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The in�ation of prediction for each line in grain-related and root traits are presented in Fig. 5. When using
GM1, the regression coe�cients were 1.045 for GY, 1.122 for TKW, 0.788 for PC and 1.054 for NC. When
using GM2 by considering neighbor effects, the regression coe�cients were 1.072 for GY, 1.094 for TKW,
0.855 for PC and 1.078 for NC. The in�ation of prediction from GM1 and GM2 were similar. For root traits,
the regression coe�cients were 1.218 for TRL and 1.082 for IRL. The regression coe�cients for all the
grain-related and root traits were not signi�cantly different from 1.

Discussion
In this study, grain-related and root traits of winter wheat measured in a semi-�eld root phenotyping
facility [6] were analyzed. Variance components were estimated and genomic predictions were explored
by using models with or without neighbor effects.

The models used in the current study did not include genomic by water availability area (wet and dry)
effects since preliminary investigation showed that the proportion of variance due to genomic by area
interactions were close to zero. The previous study also showed that there was no line by water
availability area interaction [26, 27]. One of the reasons could be the design of the water availability
gradient. The observations of grain-related traits were obtained for wet and dry areas by dividing the row
into two equal sized areas from the either north or south part of the row. However, the water supply was
not a strict low or high level of case-control experimental design. This gradient of water availability could
reduce the variation causing di�culty in detecting genomic by area effects. Other factors might in�uence
the lack of subsurface irrigation response, and it has been speculated that a lack of nutrients will lower
growth potential when water is supplied to a nutrient poor subsoil, and do not provide water to the
nutrient rich topsoil being dry at all locations across the water availability gradient [26]. Therefore, for the
current study, genomic by area effects were excluded in the models.

Heritabilities and variance components

There were four grain-related and two root traits analyzed in this study. The proportion of total phenotypic
variance accounted for by genomic effects (g), equivalent to the narrow sense h2, was estimated. Using
different models, the estimates of h2 of GY ranged from 0.41 to 0.67. The estimates were higher than the
h2 reported from some previous studies for phenotypic prediction [28, 29]. One of the studies on winter
wheat GY reported h2, which ranged from 0.26 to 0.75, for 12 F3 wheat populations [30]. The h2 of TKW

was estimated as 0.26 from both models. The h2 of TKW reported from previous studies were similar or
higher than in the current study, e.g. 0.32 [31] and 0.57 [32]. One study using genomic data obtained the
h2 estimated as 0.52 [33], which is also higher than in the current study. The reason could be the inclusion
of line effects in the current models while in [33] line effects were not included due to lack of replication.
The estimates of h2 were around 0.35 for PC using both models. Compared with 0.51 reported in a
previous study [33], the lower estimates in the current study can also be caused by �tting of line effects
as discussed earlier. Estimated h2 for NC range from 0.45 to 0.72 using different models in the current
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study. One previous study showed that the broad sense heritability of NC as 0.31 in which 31% of the
genetic variance was contributed by genotype and 66% was contributed by genotype by year [34].

The estimates of RVC for line effects (l) varied from 0.34 to 0.70 for grain-related traits when using GM1,
and from 0.03 to 0.70 when using GM2. The variance of l includes part of the genetic variance which
cannot be explained by genomic markers as well as non-additive genetic effects. The effects due to
common area and origin of the seeds used when establishing the experiment could also be included into
the variance of l. Decreasing RVC for l when including neighbor effects in the model, for GY and NC, also
suggested that the variance of l included the variances from other sources e.g. neighbors. In the ideal
randomization of the experiment, each line will not have the same neighbor twice, to prevent the variance
of l including variances from neighbors, but in the current study, the randomization could be one of the
reasons for this issue. Some preliminary studies were done by comparing models including l or not, from
which the results suggested that the exclusion of l can create more in�ation in genomic predictions
(results not shown). Therefore, the models reported in the current study always considered the effects of
l.

Spatial effects were modeled in this study and the estimates of RVC for spatial effects ranged from 0.01
to 0.07 for grain-related traits with both wet and dry areas and in both GM1 and GM2. Modeling neighbor
effects did not affect the proportion of variances caused by spatial effects. The modeling of spatial
effects was for the two water availability areas separately, since preliminary results showed that the
pattern and the degree of spatial effects were different when analyzing the data within each water
availability area. Spatial effects were investigated by some other studies in different ways. For example,
considerable spatial variation was found in wheat data [23]. In their study, spatial variation was corrected
by introduce of a covariable, which was calculated as the value of phenotypic in each plot minus mean
phenotypic value of neighboring plots. This introduces a regression of a function of the data that might
lead to underestimation of total phenotypic variance. In this study, this was avoided by modeling the
spatial effect as a running sum of random effects due to rows surrounding each plot. Another discovery
from this study was that a more pronounced �eld variation was observed under dry conditions, and led to
a lower h2 than the other two �elds either under full irrigation or under mild water stress [23].

Neighbor effects were considered by applying GM2 and both genomic effects for neighbors and line
effects for neighbors were modeled. The estimates of RVC for gn ranged from 0.003 to 0.042, and ranged
from 0 to 0.110 for ln. Modeling of neighbor effects led to signi�cant change of variance structures for
both GY and NC, whereas the changes in TKW and PC were small. For both GY and NC, the RVC
accounted by g increased considerably but the l effect decreased in the same amount. This indicates that
if neighbor effects are excluded from the model a large part of this effects is picked up by the l effect. In a
study for cassava data [35], neighbor effects were investigated as a competitive ability. Through their
simulation study, accuracy in estimating trait genotypic effect was found increased when including
competitive effects in the model. Through their analysis for nine trials and four traits, signi�cant
competition effects were observed for 12 of the 36 combinations.
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For the two root traits analyzed in this study, the estimates of h2 ranged from 0.03 to 0.05, whereas the
proportion of other effects was large. Though the narrow sense h2 for root traits were low compared with
grain-related traits analyzed in this study, there were relative same amount of genetic variation in the root
traits. The cv of root traits were even higher than TKW and PC, which suggested that there were
comparable amounts of genetic variation for root traits. However, the root measurements were dominated
by other effects e.g. spatial effects and measurement errors, which caused the limited h2 obtained for
root traits using the current phenotyping methods for root length. In addition, the current number of
records also limited model complexity for these two traits.

Genomic prediction and validation

Both predictive ability and in�ation of prediction were investigated in this study for both grain-related and
root traits, and the results from models with or without neighbor effects were compared.

The PA measured as the correlation between corrected phenotypic values (yc) and GEBVs range from
0.25 to 0.34 for the four grain-related traits when using GM1, and from 0.24 to 0.48 when using GM2
including neighbor effects. The PA obtained for grain-related traits ranged from 44.9% for PC using GM1
to 66.2% for GY using GM2 of the potential maximum correlation, which is the square root of h2 for each
trait. These ratios, which show the accuracy of predicting the underlying true additive genetic value,
clearly show the power of GP utilizing information from related individuals to predict the additive genetic
value of speci�c lines. Inclusion of neighbor effects signi�cantly improved the PA for GY and NC. The
increase in PA for these two traits was consistent with the marked change in the VC pattern when
including neighbor effects. Improvement of PA when modeling neighbor effects were also found in the
previously mentioned study for cassava where up to 25% increase in accuracy was observed [35]. The PA
obtained in this experiment is expected to be relatively low due to the small size of the population used to
train the models.

The earlier reported predictive ability (PA) for TKW ranged from around 0.26 to 0.50 by using two different
validation schemes [33]. In this previous study, the 10-fold cross-validations, where the whole population
was randomly divided into 10 groups, gave higher PA than the leave-set-out cross-validations, where each
set was from one of the breeding cycles included in the study. Relatively larger PA compared with the
current study could be explained by the materials used for the previous study was 1,152 F6 winter wheat
lines from four different breeding cycles, which was much larger than in the current study, i.e. the
increased accuracy can be explained by the larger training population. Effect from size of training dataset
on the genomic prediction accuracy was investigated in the previous studies [15, 16]. For example, in the
study for 309 spring barley lines, it was concluded that using less than 200 lines in the training set could
result in low prediction accuracy [15]. Another study explored a total of 988 advanced wheat breeding
lines for yield, lodging, and starch content, and the results showed that training population of around 700
lines were enough to yield the highest observed predictive abilities [16]. In the current study, only 84 lines
were involved in the cross-validation procedure, considering this, the degree of PA was reasonable, but
higher PA could be expected by increasing the number of lines included in the experiment.  
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Compared with TKW, the PA obtained for PC were a bit higher and ranged from 0.26 to 0.28. The PA for
PC was also investigated in previous study [33]. The authors reported that in the 10-fold cross-validation
scheme, the PA for PC were also bit higher than for TKW, however, the PA for PC obtained from the leave-
set-out cross-validation scheme were lower than TKW. The PA of PC reported from another two studies
were above 0.6 by using genomic-assisted models, which merged the merits of genomic selection with
phenotypic selection in preliminary GY trials [36, 37].

The PA of NC were very close to the results for GY, and were 0.34 using GM1 and 0.48 using GM2. One of
the reasons could be that the NC was estimated from grain GY and grain PC concentration. NC is required
to maintain a photosynthetically active canopy to support GY and PC [38]. Grain NC is a re�ection of
nitrogen use e�ciency, which could increase GY at a given level of nitrogen fertilizer [34]. The moderate
PA obtained for NC can ensure a reasonable genetic progress when breeding for grain NC and facilitate
the breeding for nitrogen use e�ciency.

For root traits in the present study, the PA were both below 0.1, which was consistent with the low
estimates of VC due to additive genetic effects. The PA of TRL was 33.4% of the potential maximum
correlation and the PA of IRL was 26.4% of the potential maximum correlation. These ratios actually
show the accuracy of predicting the underlying true additive genetic value. Though the PA were low, it
was clearly shown that reasonable accuracies can also be obtained for the studied root traits in the
current phenotyping facility. However, estimation of genetic variation, under the circumstance the current
level of spatial and measurement errors, the chance to obtain reasonable predictions seem small.

The accuracy obtained for genomic predictions of additive genetic effects were expected for both grain-
related and root traits since a relative limited training population were used in this study. Previous studies
clearly showed that increasing the training population signi�cantly improve the prediction accuracy [15,
16].

Conclusions
In this study, genomic prediction was carried out for grain-related and root traits of winter wheat
measured in a semi-�eld root phenotyping facility. Phenotypic and genotypic data were analyzed for 84
winter wheat lines. Two sets of models were used in order to study consequences of including neighbor
effects in the model. We report estimated variance components and performance of genomic prediction
using leave-one-line-out strategy.

Results showed that the grain-related traits, GY, TKW, PC, and NC had high to moderate narrow sense
heritabilities. For root traits, heritabilities were low. However, the relative amount of genetic variation for
root traits were of similar magnitude as for the grain-related traits but the low heritabilities were caused
by very large environmental variance due to spatial effects and measurement error.

In no case did we �nd any genomic by water availability interaction, which could be due to the water
availability design in this study was a gradual gradient and it might weaken the power to detect the
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genomic by water availability interaction.

For the above ground grain-related traits, we found effects of neighbors. The effects were generally small
but including neighbor effects increased the estimated additive genetic variance of the traits and
increased accuracy of predicting breeding values for lines without own phenotypic records.

For both grain-related and root traits it was possible to obtain genomic predictions of additive genetic
effects with an accuracy as expected based on the limited training population available.

Especially the root traits had large environmental variance due to large spatial effects and measurement
error. More accuracy in the methods for phenotyping deep root length are needed to obtain stronger
genomic predictions.

Methods
(See Methods in the Supplementary FIles)
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CV: leave-one-line-out cross-validation

GBLUP: genomic best linear unbiased prediction

GEBVs: genomic estimated breeding values

GP: genomic prediction
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MAS: marker-assisted selection
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NC: total nitrogen content
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PC: protein concentration

REML: restricted maximum likelihood method
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RVC: Relative variance components

TKW: thousand kernel weight

TRL: total root length between 1.2 m and 2 m depth
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Tables

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for all the traits
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Type Trait Unit No. of records Average S.D. Min Max

Grain-related GY t ha-1 1,043 7.44 1.60 1.52 12.71

 TKW g 1,044 39.99 3.82 25.47 50.35

 PC % 1,045 11.49 0.93 9.41 15.50

 NC kg N ha-1 1,043 135.82 26.72 28.70 218.07

Root TRL cm 255 99.79 37.13 16.21 198.59

 IRL cm 986 25.81 20.01 0.01 80.46

GY is grain yield, TKW is thousand kernel weight, PC is protein concentration, NC is total

nitrogen content, TRL is tube root length, IRL is interval root length. 

 

Table 2 Editing rules for root data and number of records kept in each step

Step Rule No. of

records

0 full data 21,057

1 remove records with no observation 20,479

2 divide depth into 8 intervals and remove records with soil depth larger

than 2 m (4 m along tube) or smaller than 1.2 m (2 m along tube)

16,211

3 for each interval, remove records out of mean±3sd 15,960

4 remove records from lines without genomic information 14,270

Soil depth = (Tube depth-420mm) ´ sin(23.5o) + 570mm 

 

Table 3 Depth interval, range of tube (mm) and soil (cm) depth together with number of

records
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Interval Min tube depth Max tube depth Min soil depth Max soil depth No. records

1 0 1,500 0 100.06 0

2 1,500 2,000 100.06 120.00 0

3 2,000 2,500 120.00 139.94 3,529

4 2,500 3,000 139.94 159.88 3,753

5 3,000 3,500 159.88 179.81 3,508

6 3,500 4,000 179.8 199.75 3,480

7 4,000 4,500 199.75 219.69 0

8 4,500 5,006 219.69 239.87 0

Soil depth = (Tube depth-420mm) ´ sin(23.5o) + 570mm  

 

Supplementary File Legends
Additional �le 1:

Table S1 Genotypic data

Table S2 Grain-related phenotypic data

Table S3 Tube root length phenotypic data

Table S4 Interval root length phenotypic data

Figures
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Figure 1

Estimated relative variance components for grain-related traits in different models and wet or dry parts a
is grain yield (GY); b is thousand kernel weight (TKW); c is protein concentration (PC); and d is total
nitrogen content (NC). g is additive genomic effect; l is line effect; gn is additive genomic effect for
neighbors; ln is line effect for neighbors; r is row effect; s is spatial effect; e is residual effect. y-axis is
relative variance components (RVC); x-axis is the model used and the area records obtained from.
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Figure 2

Estimated relative variance components for root traits g is additive genomic effect; l is line effect; r is row
effect; s is spatial effect; e is residual effect. y-axis is relative variance components (RVC); x-axis is trait;
TRL is tube root length, IRL is interval root length.
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Figure 3

Coe�cient of genetic variation for grain-related and root traits y-axis is coe�cient of genetic variation; x-
axis is trait; GY is grain yield, TKW is thousand kernel weight, PC is protein concentration, NC is total
nitrogen content, TRL is tube root length, IRL is interval root length.
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Figure 4

Predictive ability for each line in grain-related and root traits y-axis is correlation between (y_c ) ̅ and g ̂; x-
axis is trait; GY is grain yield, TKW is thousand kernel weight, PC is protein concentration, NC is total
nitrogen content, TRL is tube root length, IRL is interval root length; horizontal line on top of each bar is
square root of heritability of line mean for each trait and model, which shows the potential maximum
correlation for each trait.
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Figure 5

In�ation of prediction for each line in grain-related and root traits y-axis is regression coe�cient of (y_c ) ̅
on g ̂; x-axis is trait; GY is grain yield, TKW is thousand kernel weight, PC is protein concentration, NC is
total nitrogen content, TRL is tube root length, IRL is interval root length; horizontal dashed line is
regression coe�cient of 1, which is the situation of no in�ation.
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Figure 6

The semi-�eld facility displayed as a cross-section of two identical units [6, 26]
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